WE'RE BENT ON STAYING #1

• Rated most consistent performer by NTEP in four-year bentgrass cultivar evaluation study conducted at 16 locations
  • Rated highest in overall turf quality
  • Rated highest in spring, summer, and fall for density
  • Rated best at crowding out Poa annua
  • Stimp meter readings were independent of variety with no correlation found between variety and green speeds

An independent study confirms what superintendents everywhere are finding. Penn A-4 gives you beautiful dark green color and high density. It provides smooth, grainless putting, and is the easiest bentgrass to manage when you follow our published management guidelines.* A-4 handles low mowing heights and temperature variations. It's disease resistant and likes to be kept dry and lean, so it's easier to push than other varieties when you want faster green speeds.

LESS FERTILIZER, LESS FUNGICIDE, LESS WATER...BETTER PERFORMANCE.

DO THE MATH.
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* Please call or write for a copy of Penn A-4 management practices
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